Abstract-State machine-based simulation is an efficient eventdriven simulation technique which has been used to simulate gatelevel circuits. Although this approach has been proven to be successful, the techniques that have been used up to now have been limited in several ways. This paper introduces generic state machines that can be used in a wide variety of contexts. These machines are then used to create efficient new simulation techniques that can be applied not just to gates, but to a wide variety of specifications, including Boolean expressions, binary decision diagrams and truth tables. These techniques can combine clusters of gates into a single simulation unit that can be simulated as efficiently as a single gate. The resultant state machines can be simplified by identifying and combining symmetric inputs. Two different types of symmetries can be detected, ordinary symmetry, such as that exhibited by an AND gate, and inverted symmetry, where an input is symmetric with the complement of another input. Both sorts of symmetry can be used for state machine simplification. Experimental results show a substantial reduction in simulation time for complex circuits.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER THE past many years, much research has been done in the area of logic-level simulation [1] - [20] . Although there has been some basic algorithmic work, the aim of most research has been in improving simulation speed. The algorithms produced by this research can be divided into two broad categories, levelized compiled code simulation [1] and event-driven simulation [2] , [3] . These two categories represent two fundamentally different approaches towards enhancing simulation speed. Levelized compiled-code simulation eliminates all of the scheduling code and generates simulation code for each gate. The result is pure simulation code with no scheduling, but every gate is simulated for every input vector. Event-driven simulation, on the other hand, uses scheduling to eliminate as many gate simulations as possible. Typically, only those gates whose inputs have changed are simulated.
Comparisons between event-driven simulation and levelized compiled-code simulation depend on the activity rate, which is the percentage of gates that are actually simulated during an event-driven simulation. When activity rates are low, event-driven simulation tends to be faster, and when activity rates are high, levelized compiled-code simulation tends to be faster. Originally, the breakeven point between levelized compiled code simulation and event-driven simulation was between 2% and 3% [1] . The breakeven point has risen with the steady improvement in event-driven algorithms. Breakeven points higher than 40% have been reported for some algorithms [4] , [5] . Similar improvements in levelized compiled-code simulation have been slow in coming. There is no scheduling code, and the simulation code contains only one or two instructions per gate. It is possible to combine individual gates together into more complex functions, but this generally does not result in any speedup. For example, let us combine two consecutive AND gates into a single AND gate as in Fig. 1 . No improvement results, because the same number of instructions is still required to simulate the circuit. Fig. 2 shows the instruction sequence generated by the LINUX C compiler for the two different circuits. Note that they are identical.
Combining gates into larger circuits is an obvious way to speed up both event-driven simulation and levelized compiled-code simulation, but in most cases, larger circuits require more instructions, and we end up with little or no savings. Furthermore, in event driven simulation, combining several gates into a single simulation unit will increase the activity rate for that simulation unit. If processing events for the combined unit is more expensive than for the individual gates, there may be very little gain, and may even be a loss in performance. To be effective, combining gates must be done in conjunction with a radically different method of evaluating functions. (See [6] , for example.)
A technique that has proven to be very effective for eventdriven simulation is the state-machine approach used in [5] . (See 0278-0070/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE [7] for another state machine-based approach.) The simulator maintains an internal state for each gate, and when an input change occurs, the new state is computed from the changed input and the current state. The old and new states are used for event propagation and for computing the gate output value. Because inputs are handled one at a time, combining gates, as in Fig. 1 , does reduce simulation time. Combining the two gates into a single gate does not increase event processing time or simulation time, and events between the two gates are eliminated.
Although the gate-combination techniques used in the inversion algorithm are effective, they apply only to certain types of connections. An AND gate can be combined with a following AND gate without penalty, but an AND gate cannot be combined with a following OR gate without significant overhead. For maximum effectiveness, we require techniques that can be applied to all types of connections. Ideally, it should be possible to collapse any number of gates into a single simulation unit with no penalty in event processing time. In addition, all simulation units should require the same simulation time, regardless of whether they represent a single gate or a large collection of gates.
The techniques presented in this paper do precisely this. The individual simulation units are represented as multidimensional state machines. These machines can represent a single gate or a large collection of gates. Event processing time is identical for all of the events, regardless of the complexity of the underlying state machine. The same is true for simulation time. Using the techniques presented here, it is possible to simulate an entire circuit as efficiently as one could simulate a single gate. Unfortunately, the compression into a single gate can undergo a combinatorial explosion if the circuit is too large. Because of this, our experimental studies have been confined to smaller, single-output circuits. Nevertheless, our techniques are not restricted to these types of circuits.
Although our primary focus has been on gate level circuit descriptions, our techniques are applicable to many other kinds of representations. In particular, the algorithms presented here can be applied to Boolean expressions, truth tables, binary decision diagrams (BDDs), programmed logic array (PLA)-type covers, and of course gate-level circuits. This allows simulations of circuits whose definitions were obtained from several different sources. A user could combine a collection of Boolean equations with truth tables, net lists, Berkeley logic interchange format (BLIF) specifications, and intermediate synthesizer output (in BDD form). It is not necessary to convert all of the subcircuits into a specific representation. The same optimizations are available regardless of what input form is used.
We have conducted a number of experiments to verify the effectiveness of our techniques, and our experimental results show them to be very effective in reducing simulation time for a wide variety of circuits.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the theory behind state-machine based simulation and describes the general structure of the state machines used for simulation. Section III focuses on modeling gates and higher order functions using linear state machines. (A linear state machine is a finite-state machine whose states can be arranged in a line so that all of the transitions are between adjacent states.) Section III also introduces the concept of multidimensional state machines. (A multidimensional state machine is the crossproduct of two or more linear state machines.) Section IV discusses multidimensional state machines in detail. In particular, it describes the creation of crossproduct machines, the detection of symmetry, and collapsing symmetric inputs. Section V describes algorithms for creating the state machines used for gate simulation. These algorithms are based on the operations described in Section IV. Section VI describes several different types of input state machines, while Section VII describes the modeling of flip-flops and edge-triggered transitions. Section VIII describes the implementation of the state machines used for gate simulation. Section IX gives experimental results, while Section X draws the conclusion, and gives suggestions for future work.
II. FUNDAMENTALS
The simulation techniques described in this paper were inspired by the state-machines found in the inversion algorithm [5] . Both the inversion algorithm and the approach described here use three types of state machines, input state machines, gate state machines, and queuing state machines. The output of one machine becomes the input of another forming a linked network of state machines. Fig. 3 illustrates the basic structure of these machines. For performance reasons, the inversion algorithm integrated these three types of state machines together into a single event-processing routine. This approach is efficient, but limits the usefulness and extensibility of the algorithm. In this paper, the three types of machines will be kept separate to avoid such limitations.
In Fig. 3 , the input state machines are to the left, with a mixture of two-and three-valued input machines being used. The gate state machine is in the center, and the queuing state machine is to the right. The outputs of the input and gate state machines are produced during state transitions, making them Mealy machines. In some cases, it will also be necessary to associate a Moore output with each state. Fig. 4 illustrates an input state machine with Moore outputs.
An important feature of the input state machines used in [5] is the elimination of state codes for the input state machines. Instead of maintaining an explicit value for each net, two event handlers are used, one to handle the 0-1 transitions and the other to handle the 1-0 transitions. Because these transitions must follow one another in strict alternating fashion, the address of the event handler itself can be used to encode the state of the net. Each input state machine is associated with a data structure containing a pointer to an event handler. When an event occurs, the event-handlers are swapped. A direct branch is made to the correct event handler for the state, making state decoding unnecessary. It has been shown in [8] that a similar technique can be used for three-valued input state machines.
In Fig. 4 , the symbol C1/I implies that on input C1 (meaning "change in net 1"), the state machine will make a transition from state 0 to state 1 and produce the output I. The names D and I were chosen for the outputs because in the inversion algorithm they cause increments and decrements to internal values in the gate state machines. In this paper, D and I are not necessarily associated with increments or decrements. The state machine of Fig. 4 can be used to model one input of a gate. If it and two others like it were connected to the state machine of Fig. 5 , a three-input OR gate would result.
In Fig. 5 , the inputs I and D are used to maintain a count of dominant inputs for the OR gate. The output Q is used to queue events for the output of the gate. (See [9] for a discussion of the use of dominant counts in simulation.) The symbols I/x and D/x signify state transitions with no output. The complete state machine network for the three-input OR is given in Fig. 6 .
Although the Moore outputs of the net state machines pictured in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 represent the current value of the net, they are not necessary for the simulation. The important issues are the current value of the state machine and the actions taken by the event handlers. During simulation, the 0 and 1 Moore outputs are nothing more than comments. The association between state 0, and the event handler producing the I output is a logical association, not a physical one. If these associations are changed, the function simulated by the structure also changes. Thus, the same structure can be used to model several different gates. If the I output is associated with the value 1 instead of 0, the result is a 3-input AND gate. By mixing and matching these assignments, eight different types of gates can be simulated using the same structure. These different gates are distinguished from one another by using different starting states for the net and gate state machines. This fact was used in [5] to eliminate NOT gates by absorbing them into other gates. There are other modifications that can be made to the state machine of Fig. 5 to represent even more functions.
III. STRUCTURE OF GATE STATE MACHINES
To get a feel for the different types of functions that can be represented by a simple state machine, let us consider the case of a two-input Boolean function. The gate state machine for a two input OR gate is given in Fig. 7 . In this case, the labels inside the states represent the Moore outputs of the machine. In gate state machines, the Moore outputs are the value of the function being simulated by the machine. Any transition between states with differing Moore outputs must produce a Mealy output of Q. Transitions between states with identical Moore outputs must not produce a Mealy output. There are two possible assignments of Moore outputs to this machine. The second assignment is pictured in Fig. 8 . As with input state machines, the Moore outputs do not affect simulation, but are merely comments that aid in the understanding of the machine.
The state machines of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 Fig. 9 shows the different functions that can be simulated using these state machines. In Fig. 9 A and B represent the input nets. A 0 in column Q indicates that the Moore outputs of Fig. 7 are being used, while a 1 indicates that those of Fig. 8 are being used.
In addition to modifying the state assignments of the input and gate state machines, it is also possible to modify the Mealy outputs of the gate state machine. This can be done in several ways, as Fig. 10 illustrates.
The Hyperactive machine can be used to simulate the XOR and XNOR functions, while the Insensitive machine can be used to simulate constant one and constant zero. These functions can also be simulated by less elaborate mechanisms. The remaining four two-input functions A, Not A, B, and Not B can also be simulated by the Hyperactive machine after disabling the Mealy outputs of one of the input state machines. (Again, it is preferable to use a less elaborate mechanism.) Thus, all of the two-input Boolean functions can be simulated using the linear state machines of Fig. 10 .
The common functions AND and OR are symmetric. It is the symmetry of these functions that permit them to be simulated using linear state machines. Larger linear machines can be used to simulate functions with more inputs. Of course, to use the full power of these machines, one must adopt an unconventional view of symmetry that treats an inverted input as identical to a noninverted input. As the number of inputs increases, the number of variations of the linear state machine increases as well. Fig. 11 shows the different variations of the 3-input machine. Unlike 2-input functions, it is not possible to model all of the 3-input functions using linear state machines. Fig. 12 such machine is the cubic machine of Fig. 13 , which can be used to simulate any 3-input function. For inputs, the most general state machine is an -dimensional hypercube with states. It is generally desirable to collapse such state machines into simpler machines.
IV. OPERATIONS ONSTATE MACHINES
The two fundamental operations that must be performed while creating a gate state machine are the crossproduct operation, and the dimension-reduction operation. The crossproduct operation is the standard algorithm studied in automata theory. The dimension-reduction operation is based on the standard state minimization algorithm, but because of the regular structure of multidimensional machines, we can use simpler methods to perform our reductions. First, let us illustrate the basic state reduction algorithm. We begin by creating a state machine for a 2-input AND gate by creating the crossproduct of two 2-state machines, as shown in Fig. 14. Once the crossproduct has been obtained, we observe that inputs 1 and 2 are symmetric, so we combine the D and the I signals from these two inputs, giving the state machine of Fig. 15 . The Moore outputs of the crossproduct machine are obtained by actually applying the AND function to the inputs. Now, we observe that the state machine of Fig. 15 is nondeterministic. If we reduce this machine to a deterministic machine, we obtain the state machine of Fig. 16 . Except for the error state, the state machine of Fig. 16 is precisely the state machine illustrated in Fig. 5 . (The error state was missing because transitions to that state cannot occur.)
Rather than go through a complete nondeterministic to deterministic reduction followed by a state minimization, we can make some simple observations that will tell us whether it is possible to perform the sort of reduction shown in Fig. 16 . If two inputs are symmetric, then the function must produce the same value for inputs 1,0 and 0,1. (For symmetric functions, the number of ones on the inputs is significant, but the position of the ones is not.) Fig. 17 shows what this means in terms of multidimensional state machines. It is assumed that the state machines are laid out with the 0,0 state in the upper left. The two circled states must have identical Moore outputs. Note that the circled states are precisely those that were combined into a single state by the standard deterministic reduction. Because inverted and noninverted inputs are treated identically, it is also possible to have symmetric inputs along the other main diagonal of the state machine. This implies that the two inputs are symmetric, but one of them is inverted with respect to the other. Fig. 18 illustrates this concept. If the two circled states have the same Moore output, then they are symmetric with one input inverted with respect to the other. These two diagrams represent the functions and , respectively.
As state machines grow in size the tests for symmetric inputs become more complex. Fig. 19 shows two 3 3 machines. Each input to these machines can be broken into a pair of symmetric inputs that were combined into a single input by an earlier step in the processing. To test whether the combined inputs are symmetric with one another, it is necessary to check three diagonals, not just one. All states in the same diagonal are required to have the same Moore output, but the Moore outputs for states in two different diagonals may be different. As before, the direction of the diagonals is an indication of whether one input is inverted with respect to the other. The machine to the left in Fig. 19 represents two inputs that are inverted with respect to one another.
When the number of dimensions exceeds 2, the same tests apply, but the number of diagonals that must be tested increases. It is still advantageous to compare inputs in pairs because this permits the detection of the smallest symmetries. Larger symmetries (for example three mutually symmetric inputs) always imply the existence of pairwise symmetries. Consider the function . This function has two pairs of symmetric inputs, (
) and ( , ). Fig. 20 shows an intermediate state machine that results from combining the two inputs and . To detect the symmetry between and , it is necessary to check three diagonals, the diagonal consisting of states 000 and 011, that consisting of 100 and 111, and that consisting of 200 and 211. As before, all of the states in a diagonal must have the same Moore output.
To test whether a particular pair of inputs is symmetric, the tests shown in Figs. 17-19 must be performed on every plane in which the two inputs appear. In Fig. 20 , there are two planes in which and appear, two planes in which and appear, and three planes in which and appear. These planes are obtained by fixing the third variable to each permissible value. Thus, the planes containing and can be enumerated by first fixing to 0 and then to 1. Similarly, the planes containing and can be enumerated by fixing to 0, 1, and then 2. For each pair of inputs, two types of symmetry can be detected, one in which the inputs are inverted with respect to one another, and the other in which they are not. This procedure can be extended to any number of dimensions.
Once symmetries are detected, a new state machine is generated by replacing each diagonal in the original machine with a single state. Fig. 21 illustrates the result of this process for the machines of Figs. 19 and 20.
One efficient method for creating state machines from gate-level circuits is to analyze the structure of a circuit, and create the corresponding state machine. This technique (which we call the gate analysis technique) permits complex state machines to be used as the starting point for commonly occurring functions and uses the symmetry of the gates to detect symmetries in the underlying functions. Although this procedure is efficient, it tends to produce less than satisfactory results for some circuits. A less efficient, but more thorough technique is input elimination. Input elimination can be used with any function representation including net lists, Boolean expressions, BDDs, truth tables, and BLIF-style PLA covers. 
V. CREATING GATE STATE MACHINES

A. Gate Analysis
To illustrate the gate-analysis technique, assume we wish to find the state machine for the gate network of Fig. 22 . (The types of the gates are unimportant.) We assume that the state machines for G and H are known, and are designated by M(G) and M(H) respectively. The first step in creating a state machine for the entire circuit is to take the crossproduct of the state machines for G and H giving M(T). Each of the states of M(T) will be of the form (P,Q) where P is a state of M(G) and Q is a state of M(H). Let be the function computed by gate K. The Moore output of the state (P,Q) is f(p,q), where p is the Moore output of state P and q is the Moore output of state Q. It may be possible to combine symmetric inputs in the result. Fig. 23 illustrates this process for a combination of three AND gates. Because this collection of gates is equivalent to a 4-input AND gate, we would expect to end up with a five-state linear machine. Applying the algorithms of Section IV, we obtain a five-state linear state machine similar to those shown in Fig. 21 .
Once the reduced state machine has been obtained, it is necessary to assign the Mealy inputs. Any transition between states with identical Moore outputs is assigned a Mealy output of X (no change), and all of the other transitions are assigned Mealy outputs of Q (toggle output). Once the Mealy outputs have been assigned, the Moore outputs can be dropped.
Although the gate analysis technique gives a minimized state machine for a collection of gates, it may not give a minimized state machine for the function computed by the gates. When a collection of gates has replicated inputs, it is often possible to create a more compact state machine than can be obtained for the collection of gates. For example, consider the circuit of Fig. 24 .
In Fig. 24 , either state machine can be used to simulate the illustrated circuit. One can use the nine-state machine by treating the circuit as a four-input function, two of which just happen to be equal. It is more efficient to simulate the function directly using the six-state machine. Unfortunately, the six-state machine cannot be computed directly from the nine-state machine, because replicating the B input changes the symmetries of the function. The input B is not symmetric with either A or C. Furthermore, the inputs A and C are now symmetric with one another. The symmetries of the original circuit with nonreplicated inputs were used to obtain the nine-state machine. Since these symmetries no longer exist, some of the state reductions used to create this machine are no longer useful. In Fig. 24 , in order to convert the nine-state machine into the six-state machine, it is necessary to separate the circled state into two states that will eventually reduce to the two circled states in the six-state machine.
B. Variable Elimination
Unlike the gate-analysis technique, which relies heavily on knowledge of gate structure, variable elimination is a basic technique that can be used with any convenient circuit representation. The representation must have three properties. First, it must be possible to eliminate a variable from the representation by performing a symbolic evaluation. For example, it is possible to eliminate the variable from the Boolean expression by setting to 1 and evaluating the expression to remove the constants, giving . It is not necessary that the result of the symbolic evaluation be minimal . It must be possible to compare two representations to determine whether they are equal. It is permissible for the comparison to be structural rather than logical. For example, it is permissible for the expression to compare not equal to . However, a logical comparison is preferred, if it is available.
It must also be possible to duplicate a representation exactly. In our implementation of the variable elimination algorithm, we rely on callback functions for symbolic evaluation, comparison, and duplication, but the same thing could be accomplished by defining a base class with the three required virtual functions, and requiring all representation objects to be derived from it.
The three required operations are available for many different representations of circuits, including net lists, Boolean expres- sions, truth tables, and BDDs. We are especially interested in BDDs because they permit canonical representations of functions, which is not possible with Boolean expressions [21] , [22] . If canonical representations are used, structural comparisons and logical comparisons are equivalent. What is more, it has been shown that simulation speed can be greatly enhanced by converting a gate-level circuit into a BDD representation and simulating the BDDs [6] . We feel that enhancing the BDD simulation with efficient event-driven techniques will provide even more efficient simulations.
Variable elimination uses the symmetry detection and collapsing algorithms discussed in Section IV. It also uses an expansion algorithm that is based on symbolic evaluation. In this section, we will use BDDs as examples, but virtually any suitable representation could serve as well. The main difference between the state machines used in variable elimination and those used in the gate analysis technique is that in variable elimination, the Moore output of a state is a function (in some suitable representation) rather than a one or a zero.
To illustrate the variable elimination technique, consider the carry output of a full adder. This is a fully symmetric three-input function, whose gate and BDD representations appear in Fig. 25 .
The procedure is to start with a single-state, zero-dimensional state machine, the Moore output of which is the BDD representing the function. A variable is chosen, and the BDD is symbolically evaluated twice, once setting the variable to zero, and once setting the variable to one. The single-state machine is then replaced with a one-dimensional two-state machine. The two new BDDs obtained from symbolic evaluation are used as the Moore outputs of the two new states.
Symbolic evaluation of BDDs is done by deleting all of the nodes for an input and some of their descendants. For example, when input A of Fig. 25 is set to zero, it is necessary to delete the node A and any node that descends directly from its one output. If the node is not at the root of the diagram, it is necessary to short cut edges across the eliminated node to the descendent of the zero edge. (This is the cofactor operation available in most BDD packages.) Fig. 26 shows the state machine that results from eliminating variable A. Since only one input has been eliminated, no symmetric inputs can be identified at this point.
Eliminating the second variable B produces a four-state machine which can be collapsed into the three-state machine of Fig. 27 . Identification and combination of symmetric inputs can be postponed until the all of the variables have been eliminated, but it is more efficient to perform this procedure immediately. Next, we eliminate the variable C giving the state machine of Fig. 28 . Note that the zeros and ones in this representation are constant BDDs.
The final step in the reduction is to identify the symmetric inputs and with the combined inputs I and D. Once the final state reduction has been performed, the result will be a four-state linear machine identical to the Center Pair state machine of Fig. 11 .
VI. OTHER TYPES OF INPUT STATE MACHINES
In the preceding, we have concentrated on two-valued input machines; however, there are a number of other types of machines that can be used to model inputs. In many cases, it is not necessary to distinguish between a 0-1 transition and a 1-0 transition. In such cases, the input state machine can be collapsed into a single-state machine degenerate input machines are useful for NOT and Buffer gates, since every input transition results in an output transition. This is also true for XOR and XNOR gates. Single-state degenerate machines are also used to represent these gates.
Other types of input machines can be used to model multivalued logics. The 3-state machine of Fig. 29 has been used to simulate a three-valued logic model [8] .
Using three-valued input machines requires one to make modifications to the gate state machines and the queuing state machines. The gate state machines have the form of crossproduct machines with the additional dimension used to handle the unknown state. This sort of structure permits the mixing of two-valued and three-valued inputs in a single gate, and also permits nets to be dynamically transformed between the two-and three-valued models. We shall not present the details of the three-valued model here, because they are quite complicated, and are a straightforward application of the principles already discussed. The interested reader is referred to [8] .
VII. FLIP-FLOPS AND EDGE TRIGGERED TRANSITIONS
Not surprisingly, it is possible to represent flip-flops and other memory elements using state machines. In virtually every gate state machine discussed so far, the queuing operations are symmetric. In other words, if a transition from state A to state B causes an output event to be queued, then the opposite transition from B to A will also cause an event to be queued. This symmetry arises from the level-sensitive nature of the circuits being simulated. One can also simulate edge-triggered devices by using nonsymmetric event queuing, as illustrated in Fig. 31 .
The state machine of Fig. 31 can be used to simulate an edgetriggered T flip-flop. The I input can be used to represent either a high-to-low or a low-to-high transition, depending on the configuration of the input state machine.
VIII. IMPLEMENTING STATE MACHINES
This section will explore different implementations for the input, gate, and queuing state machines. The inversion algorithm, the first simulation algorithm to use the state-machine approach, combined the implementations of all three types of ma- chines in the event handlers for input nets. Gate state machines were limited to linear state machines and their degenerate forms. Counting was the only mechanism used to implement the linear state machines. In this section, we will give alternative implementations for state machines, and will illustrate the advantages of separating the three types of machines.
A. Counting Machines
Although the multidimensional state machines illustrated above are more complex than linear state machines, counting techniques can be used to implement them [23] . To illustrate how this is done, consider Fig. 32 , which shows a 2-D state machine with each state numbered, and with the inputs removed for clarity.
To implement the state machine of Fig. 32 , we maintain a single count which will contain the number of the current state. A left-to-right transition will increment the count by one, while a downward transition will increment the count by three. Recall that the left-right transitions are caused by one set of inputs, while the up-down transitions are caused by a different set of inputs. An increment/decrement value of one or three can be permanently assigned to a particular input event. Queuing events will occur when an increment by one produces a count of 2 or 5 or when an increment by three produces a count of 7 or 8, and similarly for decrements. The implementation of the gate state machine is complicated by the necessity of testing for two different values after every increment or decrement.
Higher-dimensional machines are handled in a similar way. The process of assigning numbers to states is identical to the procedure for assigning memory addresses to the elements of a multidimensional array. In an array, for example, the elements along dimension 1 are consecutive, while the elements along dimension 2 are n elements apart, while the elements along dimension 3 are n n elements apart. The same principles apply to nonuniform dimensions such as . It is not necessary for us to address specific states directly, but it is necessary for us to be able to move from one state to another in any direction. Thus, we assign an increment to each dimension. If we start with a machine (for example), we would assign an increment of one to dimension 1, an increment of two to dimension 2, and an increment of six to dimension 3.
As gate state machines become more complex, it may be necessary to compare the new state against a large list of values to determine whether a queuing event should occur. This can add significantly to event-processing time. However, testing opera- tion can be simplified by using a one-hot representation for the state rather than a general integer. In such a representation, we will use a 32-bit integer to represent the state of the machine. The machine must have 32 or fewer states. Each bit position in the integer will represent one state, with the low-order bit representing state 0, and the higher-order bit positions representing the states in sequence. The value of this variable will have a single one-bit in the position represented by the current state, and will have zero bits elsewhere. Left and right shifts will be used to perform state transitions. Because of the one-hot implementation, it is possible to test for several states simultaneously using a mask. For example, to test for states 2 and 5 simultaneously, we start with the representations of these states, which are 0x4 and 0x20 in hexadecimal. We OR these two constants giving the mask 0 24. This mask is then ANDed with the state variable to test for both states simultaneously. If the result of the AND operation is nonzero, then the machine is in one of these two states. Fig. 33 illustrates the operations that would be used to implement the state machine of Fig. 32 .
B. Metamorphic State Machines
Although the counting and one-hot implementation techniques are reasonably efficient, our preferred method of implementation is a technique called metamorphosis, which is based on the concept of polymorphic types. In object-oriented programming, each object has a collection of functions that are used to process the object. When a function is declared to be virtual, the object contains an indirect pointer to the function. When combined with inheritance, virtual functions permit different operations to be performed on each member of a collection of objects, even though the objects are declared to be of the same type. For example suppose we create a generic type Gate, and derive a number of specific types, AND, OR, and NOT from it, as illustrated in Fig. 34 . We provide the base type with a place-holder virtual function Simulate, and override this function in each of the derived types. Each of the overrides provides the simulation operations unique to its specific gate type.
Once the class definitions are in place, it is possible to process a collection of gates by calling the Simulate function on each one, as illustrated in Fig. 35 . The function call to Simulate can actually call three different functions depending on the type of the object.
Metamorphic state machines are similar to polymorphic objects, with one important twist. When the state of a machine changes, the address of the "virtual" function that handles the current state is replaced by a new address representing the new state. Metamorphic techniques can be used for all three types of state machines.
The event-driven condition free (EVCF) technique was the first simulation technique to use metamorphic state machines for input, gate, and queuing state machines [10] . In the EVCF technique, each gate and each fanout branch of a net is represented by a metamorphic object. Fig. 36 shows the object that is used to represent one fanout branch of a net, and the events that may occur on it.
The Next and Previous items of the Net structure are used to queue the net for processing. As is typical in event-driven simulation, a net is queued when its value has changed. The Driver element is used to dequeue events after they have been processed. The Gate item points to the gate that uses the net as an input. The Proc item points to the current processing routine for the input state machine. When a queued event is processed, the current processing routine will be called. During its execution, the processing routine will supply a new address for the Proc item, thus causing a change in state. Two subroutines are used to implement the input state machine of Fig. 4 , one that produces the I output and one that produces the D output. When an event object is processed, it is assumed that a register variable called the current event register (Cev) points to the Net structure. Fig. 37 gives the design of the two processing routines. These routines will be accessed using threaded code techniques [11] , [24] , and will be entered using a computed goto rather than a subroutine call. In this section, we will use the gcc extensions for indirect gotos. These extensions allow the address of a label to be extracted using the unary && prefix operator. The && operator returns a void pointer that can be used as the target for an indirect goto of the form goto Pointer. Depending on the type of simulation, the Process Gate pseudocode of Fig. 37 can do several different things. For single-list simulation, the gate will be simulated immediately by processing its gate state machine. For two-list simulation, the gate will be queued for simulation (or dequeued if the event is to be canceled). If interconnect delays are being modeled, the process gate action can be replaced by an event forwarding routine that delays gate processing until the interconnect delay interval has elapsed. Because each net data structure contains its own processing routine, various types of nets can be intermixed. Nets with long delays can be mixed with zero-delay nets, and multivalued nets can be mixed with two-valued nets. There is no decoding penalty for determining the type of the net, since all of the differences between nets are embedded in their processing routines. In the EVCF technique, the process gate action loads the address of the current gate structure into the current gate register for efficiency, and branches to a subroutine contained in the gate structure. The code for the EVCF IProcessor and DProcessor routines is given in Fig. 38 .
The structure used to represent a gate is given in Fig. 39 . The two items Irtn and Drtn are pointers to the processing routines for the I and D inputs, respectively. These variables will point to different routines depending on the state of the machine. Note that the IProcessor and the DProcessor routines of Fig. 38 will call the Irtn and Drtn routines of the gate object, respectively. The Queue item is a pointer to the current queuing routine. This routine is called when the output of the gate changes from one to zero or vice versa. If two changes take place during one simulation cycle, the first change will cause an event to be queued, while the second will cause the event to be cancelled. The Queue item implements the queuing state machine. It will point to either the queuing routine or the cancellation routine, depending on which should be used for the next change in the gate output. The Begin and End items are the head and tail of a list of events that must be queued when the output of the gate changes. There will be one event in this list for each fanout branch of the output net. The Head item points to the queue in which the events should be stored. The EVCF uses a zero-delay scheduling technique similar to that described in [4] . This scheduling technique uses an array of event queues, one queue for each level in the network. The head pointer points to a specific queue in the array of queues.
Like the inversion algorithm, the EVCF technique uses only linear state machines for gate state machines. The current state of the machine is given by the contents of the Irtn and Drtn items. There is a pair of I and D routines for each state, and each change in state must replace the contents of both Irtn and Drtn. Fig. 40 gives the routines that would be used to represent the state of a 2-input AND gate. Because of the way inverted inputs and outputs are treated, these routines could also be used for an OR, NAND, or NOR gate. Note that the state moves linearly from (Incr0, Decr0) to (Incr1, Decr1) and then to (Incr2, Decr2) as the inputs change. Larger numbers of inputs can be accommodated by adding additional routine pairs (Incr3, Decr3), and so forth. For a two-input AND gate, the routines Decr0 and Incr2 are dummy routines, because they can never be called. Thus, it is possible to replace the Incr2 routine of Fig. 40 with the routine used for 3-or 4-input gates. It is possible to create a set of routines for the largest number of inputs, and use the same routines for gates with fewer inputs.
There are two ways to exit the Incr and Decr routines, call the queuing routine or bypass the queuing routine, and go to the next event. In the linear state machines used by the EVCF technique, the state represents the number of dominant inputs of the gate. Changes from and to the (Incr0,Decr0) state will cause an event to be queued.
Events are handled using two queuing routines QueueEvent and DequeueEvent. These routines alternate with one another in a manner similar to the input processors of Fig. 38 . The QueueEvent routine is the initial state of all of the queuing machines. When an event is queued, the state changes to DequeueEvent. If the event is dequeued, then the state returns to QueueEvent. After the event is processed, the state returns to QueueEvent. This pattern of states reflects the nature of the zero-delay simulation. If a change occurs in a net, an event must be queued for the net, but if a second change occurs in the same net, this means that the net has gone back to its original value, and the queued event should be cancelled. The DequeueEvent routine deletes an event, or a set of events, from the queue, thus canceling the event. All new events are added to the head of the queue using a standard doubly linked list algorithm. Double linking is used to simplify event cancellation. Special input processors are used to remove events from the queue once they have been processed. Each change in an output queues several event structures. The last of these is responsible for removing all of the related events from the queue, and for resetting gate structure of the driving gate. Except for the dequeuing operation, the input processors of the final event are identical to those of Fig. 38 .
Queue cleanup and sequencing is handled by special trailer events that are permanently appended to the end of each queue. These trailer events have static processing routines that clean up the queue and advance to the next queue, or terminate processing, whichever is appropriate. The code for these two trailer events is given in Fig. 41 . The routine Trailer is used for all of the queues except the last. The routine Trailer1 is used to exit from the simulation routine once an input vector has been completely simulated. The first two statements of each routine reset the queue to its empty state by making the trailer event the first event in the queue. For the events handled by the Trailer routine, the Gate item of the event object points to the head of the next queue rather than to a gate object.
The first step in input vector processing is to compare new input values to old input values and queue events for nets whose values have changed. Before the first vector is processed, the circuit is initialized to a state that corresponds to simulating an input vector of all of the zeros. Once events have been queued for all of the inputs, event processing commences by processing the first event in the first queue using the code of Fig. 42 .
In addition to the three types of state machines already discussed, the EVCF technique uses a fourth type of state machine called an output state machine. This state machine is used to maintain the state of an output and has two processing routines Monitor0 and Monitor1. The code for these two routines is given in Fig. 43 . These state machines are implemented as extra fanout branches for gate output nets, and thus use the event object. The Gate item of this object contains the ASCII value 1 or 0 depending on the current value of the net. It is probably more efficient to compute the value of the net algebraically, but the routines of Fig. 43 were created to show that no computation is needed during simulation. Except for reading and testing inputs, printing outputs, and queueing events, this section contains the complete code for the EVCF algorithm. The code contains no loops or conditional branches except those used to test the primary inputs for changes. The threaded-code implementation eliminates the loops that would be used in a more conventional simulation kernel, while the metamorphic subroutines eliminate the conditional tests that would be used to examine the current state of various objects. In fact, the only operations performed by the EVCF simulation code are assigning a value to a variable and executing a computed goto. Thus, EVCF provides simulation without loops, conditionals, or computation.
C. Multidimensional Metamorphic State Machines
In linear state machines such as those shown in Fig. 11 , there are two possible directions of movement, left and right. In multidimensional state machines one can move in two directions in each of the available dimensions. Instead of the two processing routines used by the EVCF technique, it is necessary to have two processing routines for each dimension. As in the processing routines for the EVCF technique, it is necessary to replace all of the processing routines whenever a state-change takes place. This can become quite time consuming, so a more efficient technique is required for multidimensional machines.
In our current implementation of multidimensional state machines, we use a vector of subroutine addresses rather than a pair of such addresses. The gate state machine contains a pointer to the current vector. There is one vector for each state in the machine, and each vector contains two entries for each dimension of the state machine. The address vector serves as the state code for the state machine. To illustrate this point, consider the state machine of Fig. 44 .
There are twelve states in this machine, for which we generate twelve state vectors. Fig. 45 shows the state vector for state 1,0,0. (The other 11 vectors are similar.) Along the horizontal dimension we can move from state 1,0,0 to 0,0,0 or to 2,0,0. The first two addresses handle these transitions. In the vertical dimension, we can move to state 1,1,0, and in the third dimension, we can move to state 1,0,1. The second and third pairs of addresses handle these transitions. Since we can move in only one direction along these two dimensions, an address of a dummy transition routine is inserted as a place holder. The individual transition routines handle transitions into a particular state. There are two routines for each state, one that begins with the letter T and one that begins with the letter Q. The Q routines queue output events, while the T routines do not. The Q routines are used for transitions between states with different Moore outputs.
Three data structures are used to maintain the state machines and the connectivity information needed to propagate events. Fig. 46 shows the content of these three structures, which are called the event structure, the gate structure and event propagation structure.
Gates are implemented as two separate structures that are linked to one another, the gate structure and the event propagation structure. The gate structure contains the state information for the gate and queuing state machines. The event propagation structure contains the information needed to queue a propagated event. Fig. 47 shows the gate structure for the state machine of Fig. 44 .
The Jumplist element of the gate structure contains the current state of the gate, while the Queue element contains the current state of the queuing state machine. The Event Propagation structure for the state machine of Fig. 44 is shown in Fig. 48 . This structure will be queued in the event queue and begins with forward and back pointers followed by a processing routine address. Following the routine address, are the head and tail pointers for the linked list of events that must be scheduled when an event propagates through the gate. The event propagation structure also contains a pointer back to the gate structure. Fig. 49 contains the structures that implement the four-input state machines and the single output state machine for the state machine of Fig. 44 . Like the event propagation structure, the event structure begins with a forward and back pointer followed by a processing routine address. The processing routine address maintains the state of the input state machine. The final element is a pointer to the gate that will receive results of the event. The event OutputQ, is used to calculate the output value of the net. The fourth element contains a pointer to the value of the output net, and the processing routine is used to toggle its value.
The structures of Fig. 46 were designed to be used with a unit-delay scheduling algorithm. A single event queue is used. This queue will contain both event structures and event propagation structures. Two dummy events, called the queue header and the queue trailer (Fig. 50) are used as the head and the tail of the queue. It is necessary to queue and dequeue events during processing, and these operations are less complicated if one can count on always having a next and previous event for every queued event. Having these two events also simplifies the process of clearing the queue. Fig. 46 shows the definitions of the two dummy events. The processing routine of the queue trailer is used to terminate simulation once all of the events have been processed. Fig. 51 gives the code for the input state machines. It shows the code for the first two dimensions. Code for higher dimensions is similar. Note that for a particular dimension the I routine alternates with the D routine. The primary difference between the various routines is the address that is selected from the jump table of the gate. (See Fig. 45 for an example of a jump table.)
The jump table routines are illustrated in Fig. 52 . It shows one of the T routines and one of the Q routines. The T routine is used when the state transition does not cause a change in the gate output, and the Q routine is used otherwise. There is one T routine and one Q routine for each state. The missing routines are identical to the ones illustrated.
The difference between the T and Q routines is that the Q routine executes the queuing routine of the gate, while the T routine continues with the next event. There are two gate-queuing routines that alternate with one another. The EnQueue routine queues an event for the gate output by adding the event-propagation structure to the end of the event queue. The DeQueue routine cancels a queued event by removing the event-propagation structure from the queue. The actual events are not queued at this point, only the event propagation structure. When pro- cessed, this structure will add the actual events to the end of the queue. The event propagation structure is used to avoid the double-queuing problem described in [20] . Fig. 53 shows the event queuing routine that is executed when an event propagation structure is processed. The event queue can contain two types of structures event structures and event propagation structures. These types of structures are clustered together into two groups. Initially, the queue contains only event structures. As these are processed, event-propagation structures will be added to the end of the queue. When the last event structure is processed, the queue will contain only event propagation structures. As the event-propagation structures are processed, event structures will be added to the end of the queue, eventually returning to the original state with only event structures in the queue. When the queue becomes empty, processing terminates. Effectively, the algorithm is a two-list unit-delay algorithm. This algorithm permits correct simulation of flip-flops and asynchronous sequential circuits. Because of the two-list nature of the algorithm, double-queuing of events cannot occur. The use of a separate event-queuing step also permits the use of more complex timing models. Different event queuing routines can be used for different gate delays. Rise/fall delays can be modeled by using additional queuing structures and by making the choice of queuing routine depend on both the gate and the input net.
Figs. 51-53 contain virtually all of the code required to simulate multidimensional state machines. The only thing that has been left out is the code for the toggle, dummy, and finish routines as well as the vector input/output routines, which are straightforward.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Many experiments were performed to determine the effectiveness of the algorithms described above. To test the effectiveness of the metamorphic implementation of multidimensional state machines, the following Boolean expression was used. This expression represents a totally symmetric function on four inputs. The symmetry detection algorithm reduced this equation to a linear state machine containing five states. To contrast this reduced machine with a nonreduced simulation, an equivalent gate implementation was used
The experiments were performed on a LINUX workstation with dual Pentium III 1.0-GHz 256-byte cache processors with 1 GB of PC133 memory. 160 million input vectors were used, consisting of 10 million repetitions of an exhaustive test sequence in 0-15 order. The LINUX time command was used to obtain results in seconds of CPU time. The results are reported in Fig. 54 . These results do not include the time to read and write vectors.
To contrast the metamorphic state machine approach with other approaches, a comparison was done with the inversion algorithm. Two versions of the inversion algorithm were used, the unoptimized and the fully optimized versions. The unoptimized version modeled each gate individually, while the optimized version reduced the gate level circuit to a single gate. The reduction was done in several steps. First, the NOT gates were removed and replaced with inverted inputs. Next, the three OR gates were replaced with a single six-input OR gate and, finally, the AND gates were collapsed into the remaining OR gate using the layered approach described in [5] .
The results of Fig. 54 are quite striking. The collapsed machine has more than a 5 performance improvement (5.28) over the individual gate metamorphic implementation. It also has more than a 4 improvement (4.08) over the unoptimized inversion algorithm and more than a 2.5 improvement (2.67) over the fully optimized version.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the gate analysis technique, we constructed two 64 64 multipliers. These multipliers were constructed from gate-level half and full adders. The first multiplier was a gate-level circuit using AND, OR, and NOT gates as the basic elements. Linear state machines were used to simulate the AND and OR gates, while degenerate state machines were used to simulate the NOT gates.
The second simulation replaced the SUM and CARRY functions with state machines. The SUM functions reduce to XOR functions which can be simulated using degenerate state machines. The CARRY function of the full adder was simulated using a threestate linear state machine. The experimental results appear in Fig. 55. (The simulation times are in CPU seconds of execution time. The time required to read inputs and write outputs is not included.)
The simulations were performed on a Sun 300-MHz single processor Ultra SPARC-II with 128 MB of RAM. Five thou- sand randomly generated input vectors were used to perform the simulation. As Fig. 55 shows, direct simulation of functions is considerably faster that simulating individual gates.
We also conducted experiments to compare the performance of the EVCF technique with that of conventional event-driven simulation [2] . As Fig. 56 shows, the EVCF technique is superior to conventional event-driven simulation. (This data was obtained using the ISCAS'85 benchmarks [25] on the Sun equipment used for the previously described experiments.) We also compared the EVCF technique with the inversion algorithm. As  Fig. 56 shows, the inversion algorithm has a slight edge. However, the optimization techniques of Sections IV-VIII were not used in this comparison, and to achieve its performance edge, the inversion algorithm must combine all of the state machine computations into a single routine. Combining the state machine computations into a single routine limits the simulation to single-list simulations, and severely complicates the extension of the algorithm to nonzero delay models [20] . As Section VIII clearly demonstrates, the metamorphic approach has no such restrictions.
X. CONCLUSION
The techniques presented in this paper can significantly increase the simulation power and speed of gate-level and functional simulations. The techniques are widely applicable, and can be applied to designs specified using gates, BDDs, Boolean equations, truth tables, and other representations. The variable-elimination technique is the most effective but can be time-consuming for large circuits with few symmetries. The gate-based techniques can use the symmetries of the gates themselves for state machine reduction, but do not produce optimum results when inputs are replicated.
The approach used here is easily adaptable to multidelay and nominal-delay timing simulations. Existing scheduling techniques can be used without the need for complex optimization algorithms [20] . This is an important innovation, because it allows state machine techniques to be integrated with virtually all of the past and current simulation research. Although this paper has focused on fanout-free circuits with a single output, there is no reason why the multidimensional state machine approach cannot be used with other types of circuits as well. (The techniques of this paper do not require that a circuit be fanout-free, only that it be single-output.) As Fig. 57 shows, our techniques could be easily expanded to handle multioutput circuits. (Note that the collapsing algorithm of Section IV was used to create the six-state machine from the eight-state machine.)
Another avenue of research is the handling of extremely large circuits. In such cases, it may be possible to start with multidimensional state machine techniques, and switch to more conventional techniques when the state machines become too large. To illustrate, consider the Boolean expression used in Section IX. Eliminating variables and from this expression gives the state machine of Fig. 58 , which can be collapsed as shown.
One could use the state machine of Fig. 58 to create a simulation that combined state machine techniques with Boolean expression evaluation. Changing the current state would have the effect of changing the current Boolean expression for the simulation unit. The current Boolean expression must be evaluated whenever it changes, or whenever input C or D changes. (In general, a change in state does not necessarily imply a change in the current Boolean expression.)
Another potential area for investigation is the use of meta-elements in the simulation. Meta-elements are simulation structures that superficially resemble gates and nets, but are used to dynamically tune the simulation rather than to produce simulation results. This concept was explored briefly in [8] for the purpose of converting three-valued nets into two-valued nets, and in [19] for the purpose of disabling portions of the simulation.
The main problem with the state-machine approach is the state explosion that takes place for large circuits. For circuits of the scale of the ISCAS benchmarks and larger, it will be necessary to partition the circuit before applying state machine techniques. One straightforward partitioning technique is to partition the circuit into fanout-free networks and apply state-machine techniques to each partition. This technique is effective, because (in the circuits we studied) most gates belong to a fanout-free network with two or more gates. Finding effective partitioning methods beyond fanout-free networks remains an open problem.
State machine simulation provides the potential for highly efficient simulations and also provides the potential for further research that could provide even more efficient simulations in the future.
